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Asstnacr
The crystal structure of an 80.616 marialite scapolite, with a:12.06o A+.003, c
:7.572 A+ .w3, and space grotp I4/m was determined
and refined. Three-dimensional intensities were collected with an equi-inclination, single-crystal difiractometer on a spherical
crystal of scapolite from Gooderham, Ontario.
After several unsuccessful attempts at refining the model proposed by pauling (1930),
and schiebold and Seumel (1932), the three-dimensional patterson function was computed
and solved for an approximation of the structure with the minimum function method. This
model was completed and refined by Fourier and least squares methods. The refined structure is similar to that of Pauling and of schiebold and seumel, however, most of the atomic
coordinates have been shifted substantially.
Average T-o distances are 1.608 A in the first and 1.665 Ain the second tetrahedron.
Comparison with known Si, AI-O distances indicates that Al must be restricted to the second tetrahedral position.

INrnouucrrow
Research on the crystal structure of scapolite was carried out by
Gossnerand Briickl (t928), Pauling (1930),Schieboldand seumer(L932),
and Scherillo(1935).Among theseinvestigatorspauring was the first to
proposea reasonablycompletestructure model and schieboldand Seumel
to present a complete set of atom coordinates.These two models were
essentially identical, and for over thirty years they provided the only
structural information on scapolites. Although this structure has now
been proven to be correct in its basic features,it did not provide sufficient
detail for modern mineralogical researchand the need for its refinement
was obvious.
The present investigators have undertaken the refi.nement of the
scapolite structure and have selectedan 80.6/6 marialite scapolite from
Gooderham, ontario. This particular scapolite was chosen because:
(1) it had been carefully analyzedby Ingamells (quoted by Shaw, 1960),
(2) suitable crystals for single crystal work were obtainable from Dr.
D. M. Shaw, and (3) it was about as closeto the sodium end-memberof
the series as can be found in nature. This latter criterion was believed
to be advantageous since marialite scapolites are known to contain less
cos than meionite scapolites and, therefore, are expected to yield fewer
structural complications. Determination of the meionite structure and of
the position of the carbonate group was postponed to a later stage of the
project.
I Present address: United
States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
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Preceson photographs of marialite display diffraction svmmetry
4/mY/-, which is consistentwith spacegroups 14, 14, and I4f m, where
a center of symmetry. In order to deterI4/mis the only one possessing
mine the presenceor absenceof a center of symmetry in scapolite,piezoelectrictestshave beenrun by Schieboldand Seumel(1932),Hettich and

Frc. 1. Acentric-centric statistics

Steinmetz (1932), Greenwood(1935), and Gibbs and Bloss (1961). The
only positiveeffectwas obtained by Greenwoodon a crystal from Mogok,
Burma. Burley et al. (196I) ran a statistical test for centrosymmetryand
concluded from the results that their scapolites were centric. The
statistical test for centrosymmetry proposed by Wilson (1949) and
Howells et at. (1950) was carried out using a computer program written
by Gorres and Jacobson(1963). Results of this test (Fig. 1) correspond
to a centric distribution, and therefore, the most probable space group
of the Gooderhamscapoliteappearedtobe I4/m.
The unit-cell dimensions were determined from carefully prepared
Debye-Scherrerphotographsand refined with a least squarestechnique
(Britton, 1964).The final cell dimensionsobtainedare:
a : 12.0ffi+ .003A
c : 7.572+ .003A
Using these cell dimensions,the specificgravity ol 2.619 (Shaw, 1960),
and the chemicalanalysisof Ingamells (quoted by Shaw, 1960)the unit
cell contents were determinedby the method describedby Hey (1939).
The results are shown in Table I.
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INIBNsrrv Corrpcrrox
A single crystal of the Gooderham marialite was ground into a sphere
.179mm in diameter and oriented with a crystal sphereorienter (papike
et al. 1962). A set of three-dimensional intensities was collected by a
direct counting method with an equi-inclination single crystal diffractometer equipped with a proportional counter. Values of T, d, Sin d, and
IfLP were calculated using Prewitt,s (1960) computer program. The
asymmetric unit in reciprocal space for copper radiation contains 684
Taslr
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Menrlr,rre

Cation
1

No. Per
Cell

Si
AI

5.89
1.49
.43
.01
.02

48.03

7.u

48.03
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No. Per
Cell

II. Appnoxru.q.rnPrm Wnrcnr ron Svuumrrc INrnn,q.crroNs
Interaction

(Na,Ca,K) - (Na,Ca,K)

- (si,AD
(si,AD
cl-ct
o-o

Peak weight

143
140
MO
81

reflectionsof which 490 were within the recording range of the apparatus.
These intensities were corrected forLorertz and polarization factors, and
for absorption correctionsusing the tables of Evans (1952).
StnucrunB Aualvsrs
Initial tests on the validity of the Pauling-Schiebold-Seumelstructure
model showed rather poor correlation between calculated and observed
structure factors. It was decided, therefore, to attempt a complete
structure determination.
The three-dimensional Patterson synthesis was computed using a
Fortran program written by Mr. Larry Finger. Since the space group in
both fundamental and vector space was assumed to be 14/m and the
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asymmetric unit is 1/16 of the unit cell, the Patterson function was calculaied for the range 0-a/2, and'0-c/4. Sampling intervals of o/50 and
c/40 wereused.
Taking into account the unit cell contents listed in Table I, the approximate welghts of the Patterson peaks for symmetric interactions can be

an atom in generalposition for space group I4f m are:
Power Rotation Peaks
Rotation Peaks
Inversion Peaks
Reflection Peaks

2x,2y,0
x-Y, x+Y, 0
2x,2y,2z
o,0,22

Weight
2
4
1
4

In an attempt to locate an inversion peak, correlation minimum function
maps were made by directly superimposing Patterson levels l/4O to
ZOf+Oona half scalezero-level map and tracing the minimum of the two
maps. Level 17/40 was the only one which showed a strong reflection
interaction at 0,0 and its correlation map showed several inversion peak
candidates.However, only one of these peaks had the corresponding
rotation satellite peaks at the zeto level (Fig' 2).
AII Patterson maps separatedby l7/40 along the c-axis were superimposed with appropriate shifts required by the spacegroup svmmetry
and their minimum function was traced. In this manner a completeset of
M2 maps was constructed.M+ maps were made by taking the minimum of
portions of the Mz maps related by a 180" rotation. Ms maps were constructed from M+ maps by taking the minimum of portions of the Mr
maps related by a 90" rotation. The resulting Ms maps (Fig' 3) revealed
peaks which were assumedto represent24 (Si,AI) atoms, 8 (Na,Ca,K)
uto-r, 2 Cl atoms, and 8 oxygen atoms. The remaining 40 oxygenpeaks,
however, did not appear in the Me maps. The reasonfor this could be a
combination of setting the zero line of the Patterson function too high,
and of low peak height for the oxygen atoms becauseof high thermal
motion. High thermal motion of oxygen was indicated later in the refinement by high temperaturefactorsfor oxygen.
An implication map 14 (xyO) was next prepared (Fig' a)' This map is
a projeciion of an approximation of the structure, with ambiguities on
(Obt)inuetger, 1959)-There are peaks on this map correspondingto all
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Frc. 2. Patterson maps of levels 0/a0 (top) and 17/40 (bottom).
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of the peaks of the minimum function analysis, thereby substantiating
the trial model.
Using the trial model asrevealedby the minimum function, three cycles
of Fourier maps were run using a Fourier program written for the Control Data Corporation 1604computer (Muller and Jacobson,1963).The
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Fro. 3. Composite
Ms map.
first cycle revealed the missing oxygen positions and their coordinates
were included for the preparation of a secondset of Fourier maps. The
R value for this set of maps was 36/6 for scaled Fou*values ) 20. A third
set of Fourier maps was run using the atom coordinates as revealed in
the secondmap set and the correspondingR value decreasedto 33/p.
Ref.nemenl.The coordinates as revealed in the Fourier maps were submitted for eleven cycles of full matrix least squares refinement using a
program written for the Control Data 1604 computer by Muller and
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Jacobson(1963). The R value dropped to 15.2970for scaled F"r" ) 10.
The refinementwas continuedwith all AI assignedto the (Si,Al).:position
and with all reflections included. The R value droppedto 1t..977oalter
6 additional cycles. A three-dimensionalelectron-densityfunction was
then preparedand a compositeprojection of it is shownin Fig. 5.

Frc. 4. Implication map 14 (xy0).

The isotropic temperaturefactor for (Na,Ca,K) was found to be 2.65.
This fairly high temperature factor suggestedthe possibility that Na
could be considered as a split atom. This assumption could be justified
on crystal chemicalgroundssince(Na,Ca,K) could be bound to Cl, CO3,
or SO+ groups, all of which could result in different positions for the
(Na,Ca,K) atom. The Na atom was accordingly split into two equal
parts with the two halves being placed on opposite sides of the ,mirror
plane. The vertical separation of the two half atoms was .76 A. |Itre
starting isotropic temperature factors were 1.3 for each half. After 6
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clrcles of full matrix least squares refinement cycles the two half atoms
moved back toward the mirror plane and the individual temperature
factors increasedto )2.
The possibility still remained that some of the atoms did not conforn
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Frc. 5. Electron density composite projection.

to 14/m symmetry. The refinement was therefore continued with symmetry common to all possible space groups consistent with 4/mI-/_
symmetry. The origin was shifted from an inversion center so that the B
terms of the structure factors would be calculated, six cycles of full
matrix least squares were run, and all the atoms retained I4/m synmetry.
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Telln III. Menrelrrn Aron CooorsATES ANDTruprurunr
SchieboldSeumel
(1932)

Total
Change

Facrons

Final

.13
.23
0

+0.004
- 0.0187
0

0.1340+0003
0.2113+.0002
0

334
.409
0

+0.0048
+0.0014
0

0.3388+.0001
0 4104+.0001
0

.358
.069
.177

+0.0206
+0.0161
+0.0290

0.3374+.0001

.456
.350
0

+0.0027
-0.0017
0

0.4587+.0005
0.3483+0004
0

-307
.093
0

-0.0004
+0.0276
0

0.3066+.0006
0.1206+.0004
0

.051
.353
.250

+0.0007
- 0.0030
-0.0352

0.0517+.0003
0.3500+.0002
0.2148+.0006

.234
.129
.323

- 0.0047
-0.0001
+0.0051

0.2293+.0003
0.1289+.0002
+ .0006
0 .3281

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 . 0 8 5 1+ . 0 0 0 1
0.2060+.0002

2.14

0
0
0

Drscussrox oF THE Cnysrar Srnucrunp
The atomic coordinatesand isotropic temperaturefactors are given in
Table III, which also gives the coordinates of the Schiebold-Seumel
model, and the R values of both the Schiebold-Seumel
model and the
refined model are given in Table IV. The refined temperdture factors and
scalefactor wereusedin calculatingthe R valuesfor both models.
The important interatomic distancesand anglesare listed in Table V.
This table should be used in conjunction with Fig. 6 for easein interpretation. Details of the marialite structure are illustrated in Fis. 7.
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The structure is best describedas a framework of (Si,Al)-O tetrahedra
with a sphericalopening at the center which is surroundedby four oval
shaped channels running parallel to the c-axis. The large central opening
is occupiedby CI and the vertical channelsare occupied by (Na,Ca,K) .
The framework can be consideredto be made up of two types of fourmemberedrings of tetrahedra which are both parallel to the (001)plane.
'I'Asra

IV. R VALUES lon Ma.nrer-rtn

r:
l{:

r l n o' -l - l r . c] -lxrl,0 0
ir

ro l"
( l F o l' - l } , ' c' Xl )1 0 0
Fol
Schiebold -Seumel

(re32)
r(HKL)
R(HKL)
R(HKO)
R(HK1)
R(HK2)
R(HK3)
R(HK4)
R(HKs)
R(HK6)
R(OKL)
R(1KL)
R(2KL)
R(3KL)
R(4KL)
R(sKL)
R(6KL)

40..t/

59.55
5 7. 6 3
4 7. 3 8
s 3. 3 5
64.67
63.33
55.19
94.51
54 07
48.40
59.01
J+ ..t /

54.89
70.88
62 00

Refined

2.05
1 1. 9 7
950
1 0 .1 9
9.92
13.00
1 3. 8 5
13.08
r 7. 7 2
834
10.40
12.34
10.46
1 1. 6 3
1 3. 9 5
to.M

One ring is made of tetrahedra having one edge parallel to the c-axrs
(type 1) while the other four-memberedring is comprisedof tetrahedra
pointing alternately up and down (type 2). The type2 rings are joined
togetherinto multiple chainsrunning parallel to c, and are held together
by type 1 rings.
Each (Cl, COB,SO4)atom is coordinatedby 4 (Na,Ca,K) atoms, and
the Na atoms are coordinatedby 1 Cl atom and 5 oxygenatoms. One can
easily test Pauling's electrostaticvalency principle with respect to the
(Na,Ca,K) atoms. Consideringchemicalsubstitution and the aluminum
distribution in the framework, the negative charge contributions to the
(Na,Ca,K) can be consideredto be as follows:
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Teern V. Snr,BcmoINrrnarourc Drsrercrs rN ManrlrrrB
DistanceA

Multiplicity
Or
Or
O,'
Or
Or
Or'
Ot'

(si,Ar),

Oz

Or
Or
(Na,Ca,K)

1.610+ .004
1.628+ .006
1 . 5 8 4 +. 0 0 6
2.639+.006
2.630+.007
2.605+.006
2.682+.008

2
I
I
I
2
2
I

o:

1.660+.004
1 . 6 6 0 +. 0 0 4
1.660+.003
1.682+.004
2.655+.005
2 . 6 9 1 +. 0 0 6
2 . 7 7 6 !. 0 0 6
2.671+.005
2 . 7 5+
7 .004
2 . 7 5+
7 .005
3.018
2.849
2.352
2 .535

Or'
Or
On
Or
Or'
Or
Or
Or'
Or'
CI
Or
Oz

o:'
Si-O-Si Angles
Bond Angle

1 3 8. 3 "
156.8"
139.0"

T.mr,r VI. MneN Al-O Drsrarcns
(Smith and Bailey, 1963)
Mean Al-O Distance A
Maximum microcline (Pellotsalo)
Maximum microcline (Pontiskalk)
Primitive anorthite
Low albite
Natrolite
Gismondine
Cordierite

1.741
1.734
1.749
1.744
1.747
t.735
1.747
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(cl, co3, sot :
O a 2 x ( - . 1 1 4 ):
O: 2x(- .228) :
:
Oz

- .291
-.228
- .456
-.228

-r.203
This negative chargecomparesfavorably with a +1.170 for the
(Na,Ca,K) ion.
The average(Si,Al)-O bond lengths of the two types of tetrahedraare:
(Si,Al)-O: 1.608A
Type1
(Si,Al)-O: 1.665
Type2
A
Comparison with known (Si,Al)-O distances(Smith and Bailey, 1963)
indicates that Al must be restricted to the secondtetrahedral position.
Assuming that all Al is in the (Si,AI)2position and is disorderedwithin
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Frc. 6. Projection of the crystal structure of marialite.
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the type 2 rings, each tetrahedron contains on the average46/6 Hlbased
on the calculated unit cell contents. This ordering scheme makes available two points on a plot of /6 Al in a tetrahedron versus average T-O
distance (Fig.8). If the relationbetween mean T-O distance and/6 Ll
in a tetrahedron is linear as has been implied for the feldspars (Smith and

&

'1.
r.:ct--i

V
Frc. 7. The crystal structure of marialite.

Bailey, 1963), the extrapolation to 10-0/6 AI gives a theoretical mean
T-C distancefor a pure AIOaof 1.732A. The same type of extrapolation
for the feldsparsgives 1.75 A, and mean AI-O distancesdetermined for
ordered structures are given in Table VI. As compared with other reported mean Al-O distancesthe value of 1.732 A appears a little low,
however, with more structure determinationsin the scapolitegroup the
significanceof this number can be more fully assessed.
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The question remains as to what is responsiblefor the Al concentration
in the (Si,Al)z position. There appearsto be an obvious explanationfor
ordering of this type for the composition and space group in question.
The chlorine atom is symmetry-fixed at 0, 0, 0 and 1.4,,
%, ll, and the Na
a t o m w o u l d a l s o b e e x p e c t e dt o b e a t z : O a n d z : t k . F . r o r n t h e s t a n d point of electricalneutrality, therefore,the aluminum would be expected
to be concentrated in the type 2 t.etrahedrawhich are closer to the Na
atoms. This should be true even if the bonds are only partially ionic in
nature.
The 80.6/6 marialite scapolite used in this structure analysis was
chosen partly becauseof its low COa content. Nevertheless,approxi-

Frc. 8. Aluminum tetrahedral occuDancv.

mately f of the central openingcould be occupiedby carbonategroups for
the compositionin question,and this is evidencedby Fourier difference
maps. However, the peak heightsand distribution in thesemaps were not
well enough defined for any definite conclusionsconcerning the structural
role of COs.Structural work on high carbonatescapolitesis expectedto
throw light on this problem.
This research was supported by a grant from the National Science
Foundation.
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